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Natural gas system asset 
knowledge is at the forefront of 
Operator priorities and decision 
making in 2020 and onward.  GTS 
has developed a program that 
provides many consulting, product 
and service offerings to help close 
any gaps in Operator’s knowledge of 
their existing stations... Read More

A detailed look at GTS’ Regulator
Station Review Program...

Mainline Valve Replacement project on a 26-mile transmission pipeline within the 
Angeles National Forest in Southern California.

https://www.gtsinc.us/regulator-station-review-program/


Know Where You Stand!
Now that Part 1 of the Transmission 
Mega Rule has been published, do you 
know where your company stands? 
Your Board of Directors and Regulators 
will soon be asking, if they haven’t 
already. There are activities Operators 
can execute now, in order to be 
prepared for the future.

SOME MAJOR CHANGES

GTS’ TRANSMISSION REGULATIONS
ASSESSMENT MATRIX™

RECORDS §§§192.67, 205, 517 MAOP RECONFIRMATION §192.624 MATERIAL VERIFICATION §192.607

Operators must retain asset 
records indicating material 
properties and test records for the 
life of the pipeline.

GTS has carefully assessed the recent code changes of the Part 1 publication and has created protocols to 
review an operator’s compliance status against each of the new or changed code sections. This matrix 
details the sections of the code, provides a brief description of the requirements that the operator will have to 
act upon, and outlines the impact to the operator. Our Subject Matter Experts (SMEs) responsible for these 
reviews, each have over 35 years of experience in the natural gas industry, will identify areas for improvement 
and provide recommended actions to complete in order to be compliant with the code changes.

GTS is currently utilizing GTS’ Transmission Regulations Assessment Matrix™ and working with operators 
across the country to assess where they stand and identify actions to be in compliance. Do what you can now, 
to know where you stand. To find out more or how GTS can help contact us at info@gtsinc.us or 
call us (925) 478-8530 x184.

Operators must reconfirm MAOP if
records are missing or incomplete 
for transmission pipelines in HCA, 
Class 3 or 4 Locations, or ≥ 30% 
SMYS in piggable MCA.

Operators must have TVC records
for pipeline material properties. If
this is not available, they must 
have procedures in place to 
acquire this asset knowledge.



Why GTS?

Welcome to GTS 
Ben Campbell!
GTS proudly welcomes Ben 
Campbell to our team serving 
as Vice President of District 
Operations.  Ben has over 
35 years of experience in the 
natural gas industry working 
with utilities and interstate & 
intrastate pipeline companies.  
Ben’s experience includes gas 
transmission engineering, gas 
marketing, hydrotest  engineer-
ing, expert witness in regulato-
ry proceedings; and has held 
leadership positions responsi-
ble for O&M engineering, 
pipeline and station engineer-
ing, hydrotest engineering, 
product management, project 
management, gas transmis-
sion construction, and utility 
revenue development from 
non-tariffed products and ser-
vices.  Ben was a key leader in 
helping PG&E respond to the 
San Bruno accident including 
leading and developing one 
of the largest in-situ hydrotest 
programs in the country, and 
leading the development of a 
Digs PMO, which improved 
TIMP compliance and lowered 
program costs.

At GTS, Ben is now respon-
sible for leading GTS’s District 
Offices who work locally with 
clients and develop solutions 
to their engineering and opera-
tions & maintenance challeng-
es.  Ben is an industry leader, 
speaks gas, and is a kind-
hearted individual whom we’re 
proud to have joined GTS.

We Speak Gas

We specialize in servicing 
the Gas Industry

We understand Operators’ 
challenges

We don’t just move the box, 
we provide solutions

We’re not only a consultant, 
we’re a partner

Value Add Engineering
At GTS, we “Speak Gas” and we 

understand the issues that utilities 
and utility managers face.

We apply our talents to make 
communities safer by 

rehabilitating aging infrastructure, 
and have since 1998.

GTS brings increased 
functionality, expertise, and long 

term cost reduction.

By knowing our client’s challenges 
we’re able to provide practical and 

cost effective solutions.

GTS strives to be viewed as a 
trusted partner for our clients’ 

success.

We stand ready to provide the 
service you need to ensure the 

safest most reliable pipeline 
operation the industry has to offer.



Project Overview

Project Highlights:

VENTURA COUNTY 
PIPELINE EVALUATION & 
ROUTE STUDY 

• 5-mile section of 16-inch 
pipeline in Ventura County, 
CA that contains seven un-
supported catenary spans 
crossing deep canyons of 
up to 450 feet in length.

• Evaluate the feasibility of 
the three options to meet 
integrity requirements:
1. Perform integrity 

assessment by in-line 
inspection, or

2. Perform integrity as-
sessment by strength 
testing, or

3. Determine routing 
alignment for replace-
ment of pipeline

• Solution: Install 2.25 miles 
of replacement pipe in 
new alignment with two 
3,000 feet long horizon-
tal directional drills

GTS engineers performed an 
evaluation of options 1 & 2 and it 
was determined that conducting 

integrity assessments of the line in 
a safe and cost-effective manner 
was not feasible. GTS engaged 
key stakeholders and proceeded to 
perform a route study to 
determine the best alignment 
through the area to replace the 
section of pipeline.

Input was gathered from all 
stakeholders:

• Construction
• Engineering
• Environmental
• Integrity Management
• Land
• Operations
• Public Affairs

The stakeholders identified 
several risks, including:

• Geo-technical hazards     
project (landslides and   
earthquake fault zones)

• Municipal and environmental 
permitting challenges

After the risks were identified, the 
stakeholders provided their input. 
The team agreed that the projects’ 
relatively short length made it 
neither practical nor cost-effective 
to route the line too far from its cur-
rent alignment. Integrity Manage-

ment and Operations required that 
the line be piggable with traditional 
ILI tools and that new pipeline 
spans should be avoided. Land 
and Environmental recommended 
that the existing alignment be used 
as much as possible to minimize 
the length and resultant permitting 
impact. Construction noted the 
difficult terrain and recommended 
that trenchless installation tech-
niques be used where possible.

After considering input from all 
stakeholders, the project team set-
tled on a route that addressed the 
risks and satisfied the constraints 
put forth by the stakeholders. The 
selected route intends to primarily 
follow the existing alignment. This 
route will require two separate 
3,000-ft horizontal drills to bore 
the pipeline underneath five can-
yons. The pipeline will be rerouted 
around the remaining two canyons.

A geotechnical study is underway 
to confirm the feasibility of the hor-
izontal directional drills. Planning 
efforts have been ongoing since 
2015 with scheduled completion 
date in 2024.



How can we help 
you?

The Roadmap 
To Regulation
Have you ever wondered why it takes so long for 
new regulations to be put in place? This 
infographic depicts the path forward for new 
regulation to be published. As you can see, there 
are many participants involved in this effort. Each 
participant has specific desired outcomes and 
this process ensures that the new regulations, 
while it may not be best for each that is 
impacted, it is the best for the industry, business 
and the general public. 

Click here to view infographic

GTS provides engineering and 
consulting services to utilities 
and pipeline operators across 
the United States. Our expertise 
and “can do” spirit enables us 
to provide natural gas utilities 
and pipeline operators with the 
solution that matches technical 
requirements and is compatible 
with existing operations. The 
following are some of our areas 
of industry leading expertise:

• Rehabilitation and           
replacement of aging 
natural gas infrastructure 
– transmission, distribution 
and facilities

• MAOP Reconfirmation - 
Pipelines & Stations

• Hydrostatic Testing 
of  in-situ transmission      
pipelines

• ILI Retrofitting of          
transmission pipelines and 
Piggability Studies

• Regulator Station Review 
Programs

GTS is currently providing 
capabilities presentations to 
operators who are preparing to 
comply with the NPRM 
requirements. Let us know how 
we can help you get to where 
you need to be. Please contact
us here.

(925) 478-8530 info@gtsinc.us www.gtsinc.us

https://www.gtsinc.us/wp-content/uploads/2019/07/Roadmap-to-Regulation-Final.png
mailto:info@gtsinc.us
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